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THE MAN'Y HUNDREDS ofknown earlY medinJa/ ct:mtlnUs dattd betwun tJu illu 5th and
earlY 8th centuries A..D. from southmt and eastml &grond Mut largeg bun studiM in terms of
artefacts and kurrum Tmtflins. The reuse ojprthiswric and Roman structures by tluse burial sittS
has rectived much less attention and discussWn. It is ruggtsltd that the landscape context ofearlY
Anglo-Saxon burial sites provides considerabk evidencefor the social and ideologUal significance
oftJu dead in earb' Anglo-Saxon socie!>,.

In recent years, studies ofmonuments and their landscape contexts have been
the realm of the prehistorian. Yet long before serious antiquarian and
archaeological investigations took place at prehistoric monuments, Anglo-Saxon
barrow cemeteries were being excavated in Kent by Faussett and Douglas. I

Unfortunately, studies of monuments and their landscape context have received
much less attention than artefacts in early Anglo-Saxon studies. In this period
numerous forms of funerary monument were constructed over graves including
barrows and timber structures, but also a variety of old monuments dating from
the Neolithic through to the Romano-British period were adopted as the focus of
burial sites.2 This practice of'monument reuse' has been often observed but rarely
discussed by archaeologists. This paper represents the first attempt to review all the
available evidence for monument reuse as burial sites in early Anglo-Saxon
England. The quality and quantity of the evidence suggests that this reuse was not
fortuitous, accidental or practical, but the deliberate appropriation of visible and
ancient structures and monuments within the ritual context ofmortuary practices. 3

Why were the dead placed at ancient places in the early Anglo-Saxon
landscape? What importance did the landscape context of mortuary practices and
the association with ancient monuments hold in early Anglo-Saxon society? In
order to approach these questions, evidence will be presented for monument reuse
by early Anglo-Saxon burial sites bel'.....een the 5th and early 8th centuries A.D. The
regional and chronological patterns of the practice will be discussed and a
preliminary interpretation of the evidence will be attempted. First, the ways in
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which landscape and cemetery studies in the Anglo-Saxon period have avoided the
significance of the relationship between burial sites and ancient monuments will be
examined, before explaining the potential significance of this relationship in the
context ofhistorical and ethnographic data.

THE EARLY ANGLO-SAXON LANDSCAPE

The study ofthe landscape context ofburial sites was a secondary concern for
culture historical approaches in early Anglo-Saxon archaeology. When the placing
ofburial sites is discussed, it is in terms ofGermanic immigration. military conquest
and settlement." J. N. L. Myres (one of the greatest single contributors to our
understanding of the early Anglo-Saxon period). went to the lengths of travelling
by boat up the main watercourses ofeastern England to understand the landscape
experienced by Germanic settlers in the 5th century.5 The placing of cemeteries
was regarded in terms of military campaigns, at 'strategic' points in the landscape.
almost as if the cemeteries are the direct material correlate of mercenaries and
invading armies.6 For example, the close proximity ofa large cremation cemetery
with 5th-century graves close to the Romano-British civitas capital at Caistor-by
Norwich was explained in terms of Germanic mercenaries settling near the town
to defend the British elite in residence. 7 Despite numerous changes of perspective
and more detailed and careful consideration of the evidence, this way of looking at
early Anglo-Saxon burial sites is still with us today. It is hardly surprising that place
names and later documentary sources still hold such a central place in attempts to
understand the organization and structure of the early Anglo-Saxon landscape.
Burial sites are utilized as second-rate evidence for the positioning ofsettlements in
the landscape, rather than as first-rate evidence for the placing of the dead. Other
studies focus repeatedly upon the economic and environmental aspects of the
Anglo-Saxon landscape and again the burial sites are of limited significance.8 Even
when the internal spatial organization of Anglo-Saxon cemeteries is discussed,
rarely are the landscape contexts of these sites regarded as evidence of social or
symbolic activity in the same way as the deployment of material culture or the
provision ofgrave structures. 9

These approaches are clearly incomplete since they do not begin to interpret
the burial evidence within its appropriate context of ritual practice, nor do they
accept that social, political and religious motivations could be behind the location
of burial sites. The only exceptions are those studies that have identified clear
relationships (even though they are difficult to interpret) between many Anglo
Saxon graves and later parish boundaries. 10 This reluctance to study the
significance of the topographical and landscape context of cemeteries appears to
stem from misplaced theoretical and methodological traditions concerning the
appropriate way of studying funerary data. We can instead suggest a different
approach that places as much emphasis upon the placing ofburial sites as the study
ofgrave structure and grave goods.
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MORTUARY PRACTICES AND THE LANDSCAPE

There have been numerous ethnographic studies that indicate the ideological,
mythological and social significance of the topographical and landscape context of
cemeteries. II Burial places can be invested with particular qualities and symbolism,
associated with concepts ofliminality, timelessness and antiquity outside ofnormal
daily routines and social interactions. l2 The dead may be believed to dwell in or
around monuments and cemeteries long after the funerary rituals are complete,
and can be contacted by the survivors. 13 In turn, funerary rituals and the ancestral
presence at particular places in the landscape can act as important symbolic
resources, perhaps serving to sustain the moral and social order and ideologies of
certain groups in society.14 Clearly, the study of the landscape context ofmortuary
practices and the burial of the dead has important implications for our
understanding of the role of the dead and sacred geography in past societies. It is
in this context that we can begin to appreciate the importance of reusing
monuments that had been abandoned for centuries, or even millennia, as the focus
for gatherings, rituals and ceremonies. 15 The antiquity and monumentality of
ancient structures could lead to their investment with ancestral and supernatural
qualities that could not be achieved by building new mortuary structures. 16 There
are occasional ethnographic examples of this practice. The spirits of the dead and
supernatural powers can be associated with old, ruinous or abandoned places,
leading to their use as sacred places and burial sites. I?

Early medieval archaeologists and historians have only recently begun to
appreciate the social and symbolic significance of the landscape contexts of burial
sites and the reuse of ancient monuments in particular. 18 The practice can be
found in many regions across early medieval Europe, although it does seem to be
particularly prevalent in early Anglo-Saxon England. Later historical sources give
additional support to the importance of attitudes towards ancient monuments in
Anglo-Saxon society. For example, two of the most famous written sources from
Anglo-Saxon England, the poem Beowulf and the Life of St Guthlac, describe the
death and burial ofheroic and powerful individuals in the proximity ofmonuments
built by ancient peoples and inhabited by supernatural forces. 19 A number of the
place names associated with pagan gods such as Woden and Thunor refer to
features made by people, many ofprehistoric date. 20 The placing of Woden at the
end ofmany Anglo-Saxon royal genealogies suggests the importance of the past as
a source of power and identity in Anglo-Saxon society.21 From this broad
theoretical, anthropological and historical background, there is every justification
for a systematic evaluation of the early Anglo-Saxon practice of monument reuse.

THE EVIDENCE FOR MONUMENT REUSE BY
EARLY ANGLO-SAXON BURIAL SITES

This sUIVey provides the first extensive compilation of the evidence for
monument reuse from published and many unpublished early Anglo-Saxon burial
sites. 22 There are, however, few burial sites where reuse of old monuments can be
discerned without any ambiguities. Many cemeteries are inadequately excavated
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and published, especially those conducted by 19th-century antiquarians. Often
secondary burials were overlooked in antiquarian excavations, or not enough of
the monument was excavated to reveal the extent of reuse for burial. Furthermore,
conventions of archaeological publication often make it difficult to identify
potential relationships between separate chronological phases at a particular site.
If the importance of such relationships was not identified during excavation, then
the evidence for reuse might be easily overlooked, especially when cemeteries
remain partially excavated. 23

Numerous post-depositional factors ranging from soil conditions, ploughing,
and wind erosion to tree planting and systematic levelling, mean that secondary
graves are rarely well preserved. Often, only burials around the edge of the
monument are preserved while centrally placed graves have been destroyed. In
other cases it is difficult to ascertain whether early Anglo-Saxon burials in barrows
are primary or secondary, for example at Bledlow Cop in Buckinghamshire;24
often the primary prehistoric interment could have been destroyed by the later
intrusive grave. In other cases, prehistoric material might be residual in a primary
Anglo-Saxon monument. As well as ambiguities in the dating of monuments, there
are other cases where the dating of the secondary burials is ambiguous, especially
those lacking datable grave goods.

While early Anglo-Saxon burials are often intrusive, others may be close by
or adjacent to earlier monuments. Such practices are even more difficult to
recognize categorically as monument reuse. Another problem in securely
identifying monument reuse is demonstrating that the monument was still visible
when early Anglo-Saxon burials took place. This is a particular problem when
monuments are no longer standing structures or earthworks when excavated. In
such cases, the organization, orientation and depth of the graves can support an
association with the monument. This is less problematic in sites which were
excavated as visible earthworks in the last two centuries or in cases where textual
sources or place names hint at a visible feature into the Middle Ages.

THE FREQ.UENCY OF MONUMENT REUSE

Early Anglo-Saxon burial sites frequently appear to reuse ancient monuments
and structures; the 334 examples of the practice identified in this study constitute
between one fifth and one quarter of all known early Anglo-Saxon burial sites. 25 A
sample of 7 I early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries of at least ten burials excavated under
'modern' techniques and published after 1945 has been examined in order to assess
the frequency of monument reuse from well-excavated cemeteries. Of these, 38
(54%) of the burial sites provided some evidence of monument reuse, with 25
(35 %) regarded as certain examples of monument reuse, a further six (8 %) were
probable, and seven (ro%) were possible cases. This clearly demonstrates that
where cemeteries are excavated by modern archaeological excavation techniques,
evidence for monument reuse is commonplace. The evidence can be further
considered by monument type.
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Early Anglo-Saxon period burial sites

re-using prehistoric round barrows
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(ancr Leeds and Harden)

ROUND BARROWS

Prehistoric round barrows represent the most frequently reused form of
monument in the early Anglo-Saxon period, accounting for 61 % of examples of
monumem reuse (Figs. I, II). In total there are at least 202 cases, of which 57
(29%) can be regarded as certain. There are examples from every region of early
Anglo-Saxon England. lo terms ofchronology, they date from the late 5th century
through to the late 7th century and early 8th centuries A.D. There are wide
variations within the reuse of round barrows, from communal cemeteries,
sometimes constituting over 50 burials, including Marina Drive, Dunstable in
Bedfordshire, Abingdon Saxton Road in Oxfordshire (Fig. 2) and Bishopstone in
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Sussex to smaller burial groupS.26 At the other end of the scale, wealthy (high
status) male and female individual burials of the late 6th and 7th century, including
Ford, Swallowcliffe and Roundway Down, reused round barrows. 27

LONG BARROWS

There are at least 27 Neolithic megalithic and earthen long barrows with
evidence offunerary reuse in the early Anglo-Saxon period (Fig. 3). Most cases are
found in Wessex with others in the upper Thames region, the S. Midlands, the
Peak District and Yorkshire. Well-known examples include Hampnett Burn
Ground, Upper Swell IV and V in Gloucestershire and Lyneham in Oxfordshire
(Fig. 4),"

SQUARE BARROWS

There are a few known cases of early Anglo-Saxon burials reusing Iron Age
square barrow cemeteries of E. Yorkshire, principally at Kirkbum and Garton
Station (Fig. 6).29 However, the evidence that the Anglo-Saxons were building new
square barrows to emulate the old monuments at Garton Station is extremely
doubtful. :so

HILLFORTS

The ramparts and interiors of Iron Age hillforts could attract early Anglo
Saxon burials (Fig. 5). Of 22 cases of reuse, seven (32%) appear certain. The best
evidence comes from Blewburton hillfort in Berkshire and Highdown Hill in
Sussex, but there are many other cases of early Anglo-Saxon burials close to
hillfoftS or inserted into their ramparts.3l They are unsurprisingly concentrated on
areas where hillfoftS are most frequently found - in Wessex and the upper Thames
(Fig. 5); the chronology of reuse runs from the later 5th through to the early 8th
century.

HENGES, ENCLOSURES, MEGALITHS AND LINEAR EARTHWORKS

The early Anglo-Saxon reuse of prehistoric enclosures is by no means
restricted to hillforts, but includes a wide range of other earthwork monuments of
varying date, size and original context (Fig. 6). There are 13 such monuments,
seven (58%) certain. Henges are reused as enclosures at Millfield South, Millfield
North and perhaps Sprouston and Castledyke. 32 In other cases, henges are utilized
as the foci for burials rather than as enclosures, such as at Long Hanborough and
West Heslerton.'3 There are also a few stone circles, a monolith,34 prehistoric
linear earthworks, and other Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age enclosures
subject to use as burial sites (Fig. 6).'~

ROMA.l\' BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES

In a landscape thick with Roman and early Anglo-Saxon settlement and
cemeteries, we would expect some relationships between ruinous Roman structures
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Early Anglo-Saxon period burial sites
re-using Neolithic long barrows and

chambered tombs
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FIG. 3
Distribution ofprehistoric long barrows reused by early Anglo-Saxon burial sites

Filled symbols = certain cases; open symbols = probable and possible cases
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and early Anglo-Saxon burials. However, a number of examples suggest more
than a casual relationship was involved in the placing of burials close to Roman
remains (Fig. 7). These structures include Roman fofts, fortresses and signal
stations,36 town walls and villas, including Eccles in Kent (Figs. 8, 10).31 Even the
amphitheatre at Catterick was adjoined by a large early Anglo-Saxon cemetery.38
In addition, there is some evidence that Roman roads may have been treated as
monuments and became the focus of early Anglo-Saxon burial sites, for example
Churchover in Warwickshire and Hackthorn in Lincolnshire.39 This may be
regarded as a continuation of Roman practices of roadside burial or a reuse of a
visible linear feature in the landscape. The character of reuse varied considerably.
At some sites visible earthworks and ramparts were employed as burial enclosures,
while at other sites burials were aligned upon, or positioned adjacent to, the
Roman remains.

ROMAN RITUAL MONUMENTS AND BURIAL SITES

Early Anglo-Saxon period burials have been found next to or inside the ruins
of Roman temples and shrines at Maiden Castle, Lowbury, Frilford, Benwell,
SwafTham Prior and possibly Woodeaton and Stanmer. Rather than a special
affinity with Roman sacred places, this evidence can be seen in the wider context
of many kinds of Roman stone structure acting as the focus of early medieval

,
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Early Anglo-Saxon period burial sites
re-using Iron Age forts .
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FIG . .5
Distribution of hillforts reused by early Anglo-Saxon burial sites

Filled symbols = certain cases; open symbols = probable and possible cases
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Earty Anglo-Saxon period burial sites
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Early Anglo-Saxon period burial sites
re-using Romano-British villas and

rural settlements, forts and towns.
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FIG. 7
Distribution of Roman period structures reused by early Anglo-Saxon burial sites

Filled symbols = certain cases; open symbols = probable and possible cases
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graves (Fig. 9).40 In addition, early Romano-British barrows, mausolea, and
enclosed burial grounds could all be subject to reuse (Figs. 9, 10).41 There are many
other examples of close relationships benveen Roman and early Anglo-Saxon
burial sites, but in most cases the evidence is inadequate to discern beh",een
coincidental relationships, the continuity ofcemetery use, and the deliberate reuse
of earlier monuments. Since Romano-British funerary monumentality may have
been morc widespread than has often been assumed, the possibility that Anglo
Saxon burials were reusing abandoned structures rather than continuing the use of
an old burial ground must be seriously entertained.

NATURAL LANDSCAPE FEATURES

In addition to structures made by people, there are cases where cemeteries
focused upon, or reused, natural features that resembled old monuments (Fig. 6).
These landmarks may have been interpreted as ancient structures and monuments
by early medieval communities. For example, Anglo-Saxon burials were found by
Lukis and Greenwell inserted into Howe Hill, a natural feature' 150 yards long, 50
yards wide and 8 yards high, and is somewhat in the form of a huge, long barrow,
its long axis pointing nearly north to south'.42 The place name adds suppOrt to the
possibility that the hill had been extensively used for burial under the assumption
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that it was an ancient tomb. At Lovedon Hill in Lincolnshire is another example of
a cemetery focusing upon a natural fearure, and Myres followed the assumption of
previous excavators and believed the burial site focused on a prehistoric barrow.
In fact, the cemetery surrounded a natural knoll.43 There is every possibility that
the early Anglo-Saxons had made the same interpretation and believed the knoll
was an ancient monument.44

DISCUSSION
It seems clear that monuments throughout prehistory and the Roman period

were reused as burial sites in the early Anglo·Saxon period (Fig. 1I). This can be
illustrated both in the general picture presented above, and on a regional scale. For
example, around Dorchester and Abingdon in the upper Thames valley, round
barrows, long barrows, henges, hillforts, valley fons and Roman villas were reused
as burial sites (Fig. 12). 4.5 Despite this variety, prehistoric round barrows were
clearly the preferred forms ofmonument for reuse. This does not necessarily reflect
a desire to associate the dead with the monuments of any particular period such as
the Bronze Age, since barrows of Iron Age and Roman date were also reused.
Indeed, it seems unlikely that Anglo·Saxon peoples would have been able to
discern between monuments ofNeolithic, Iron Age or Roman date, all would have
been interpreted within the same conceptual framework as 'ancient' places built
before living memory. Instead this preference for round barrows reflects the
frequency of these monuments in the landscapes of lowland Britain and perhaps
their similarity in form (if not size) to Anglo-Saxon funerary monuments. The
relatively low frequency of Roman ruins reused may be explained in these terms
rather than an ideological and cultural aversion to the material vestiges of
Romanitas.46 Many Roman structures may have continued to hold associations with
their original use and the groups that had dwelt in them, perhaps making them
inappropriate places for the burial of the dead. However, it appears that on
occasion, abandoned Roman period structures could be treated in similar ways to
Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age structures and may have been invested with
similar associations. 47 The siting of monasteries and minster churches in the 7th
and 8th centuries suggests that, even in a Christian context, comparable ideological
associations were frequently imposed upon both prehistoric and Roman
structures. 48

There may have been a further aspect associated with the diversity of
monuments subject to reuse. Constructing links to monuments with very different
appearances and landscape settings may occasionally have been important in order
to symbolize distinctions between the burial places of different social groups and
communities. For example, burying one's dead next to a Roman villa, a distinctive
long barrow or along a linear dyke may have contrasted with other communities
using a Bronze Age barrow or an Iron Age hillfort as their burial site. Rather than
the specific architectural details, it may have been the individuality of each
structure, its position in the landscape, and relationship to the settlements of the
living, which made each monument a symbol of the community and its identity.
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Early Anglo-Saxon period burial sites

re-using Romano-British ritual
structures and burial sites.
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Reuse of Roman sitcs by monument category

The practice of monument reuse could have served to bind together distinct social
groups through common ritual practices, yet might equally have been used to
symbolize social distinctions between groups.

GRAVES, BURIAL GROUPS AND CEMETERIES

Early Anglo-Saxon burial sites of all sizes are known to focus around
prehistoric and Roman monuments, including large cemeteries, smaller burial
groups and isolated graves (Fig. 13)' These sites include cremation, inhumation
and mixed-rite cemeteries. Burial sites of all sizes reuse each category of ancient
monument. However, the greatest number of cases of monument reuse are
represented by only a single burial or groups of under five individuals. Taken at
face value this appears to uphold the traditional assumption that ancient
monuments were not regularly reused as communal cemeteries in the early Anglo
Saxon period, with the exception of East Yorkshire. 49 However, the number of
burials discovered often reflects the limited extent and poor quality of many
excavations together with the varying effects of post-depositional factors, from
plough erosion to soil conditions. Therefore, many sites revealing small numbers
of graves could easily represent partially excavated cemeteries of considerable size.
The exceptionally high frequency of large burial sites reusing ancient monuments
in East Yorkshire can be explained by the extensive excavations of the antiquarians
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Relative proporlions of prehi!itoric and Roman slruclures reu.red by early Anglo.Saxon burial siles (excluding
natural features, Roman burial siles and roads)

Canon GreenweD andJohn Mortimer in this region rather than a distinct regional
pattern in the practice of monument reuse. Conversely, the suggestion that
monument reuse is restrictcd (Q singlc burials in Wiltshirc or thc Peak District
rcsults from the poor quality of antiquarian excavations in these regions;~o

examples ofsingle burials, small burial groups and large cemeteries reusing ancient
monuments are known from almost every region of carly Anglo-Saxon England
(Fig. 13).

Ancient monuments therefore regularly attracted communal cemeteries in
the Anglo-Saxon pcriod, either the burial places of single families, households or
larger communities and social groups. In some of the larger ccmcteries such as
Abingdon Saxton Road or Spong Hill, it appears that the Anglo-Saxon ccmcteries
were the focus of burials from morc than one settlement.51 In this context it is
important to stress the role of prehistoric and Roman monuments as important
landmarks for the congregation ofdifferent social groups for mortuary ceremonies,
the burial of the dead as weD as other social practices. In many cases burial sites
appear to have been inclusive rather than exclusive.

There remain a number of sites where single graves are found associated with
ancient monuments that do not appear to represent a small part of larger
cemeteries. These burials appear to be isolated graves, sometimes with large
amounts of grave goods and mostly dating to the late 6th and 7th centuries A.D.
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Monuments reused by burial sites in the Upper Thames region between the late 5th and early 8th century

Examples include Cow Lowe and Galley Low in Derbyshire, Swallowcliffe Down,
Roundway Down and Ford in Wiltshire and Lowbury Hill in Berkshire.52 These
represent the adoption of the practice of monument reuse by a new elite and royal
groups in the 7th century as part of their barrow burying tradition. The restricted
and exclusive use of these monuments seems to contrast with the conlemporary
reuse of monuments as communal burial sites for other, lower status communities.
For elite groups in the 7th century this exclusive reuse may have been a deliberate
symbol ofstatus and power with reference to the past.
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REGIONAL DIH'ERENCES IN MONUME~"TREUSE

Regional variation in the size of burial sites and the overall frequency of
monument reuse in different regions of Anglo·Saxon England is dependent upon
thc preservation of prehistoric and Roman monuments as earthworks, and the
quantity and quality ofantiquarian and archaeological research. To a large extent
the distribution is biased by the work ofantiquarians such as Colt Hoare, Batemen,
Greenwell and Mortimer giving a largely upland distribution in Wiltshire, the Peak
District and East Yorkshire. More recent work has shown that monument reuse
was equally found in lowland regions such as Kent, Cambridgeshire or
Oxfordshire. It is probable that monument reusc was roughly cqually popular in
almost evcry region. The only area without any 'certain' examples of monument
reuse appears lO be the West Midlands, although there are some 'possible' cases. It
is interesting that this is the region with the strongest evidence for continuity from
Roman to Anglo-Saxon cemetery sites at \Vaspenon, and perhaps also at Strenon
on·Fosse. Could the lack of monument reuse in this region be a reflection of the
high level ofcontinuity in indigenous traditions, population and choice offunerary
practices?53 Further detailed studies taking the various data biases into account
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Regional variations in monument reuse by category (excluding natural features)

may produce evidence ofsubtle variations between regions in the overall frequency
ofmonument reuse.

It is difficult to interpret regional differences in the types of ancient monument
subject to reuse. There are problems in directly comparing the frequencies with
which each monument type is reused (Table I, Fig. 14), given the variety in the
distributions of monument categories, together with the individual research
histories that each monument category has enjoyed. At present it is problematic to
identify any active selection of particular monument types by the Anglo-Saxons in
particular regions. For example, few stone circles and henges have been excavated
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TABLE I

Rowu1 IA"< HillflJrls Hmgu,tu. liMm R~ TOTAL- BanOim """"""*' ShuctMns

''''essex 44 '7 7 , 4 75
Upper Thames '7 4 <0 ,

" 55
South East 3' 0 , 0 7 4'
East Anglia 3' 0 0 , 0 '5 48
Midlands '7 , 3 3 0 '4 39
Peak District '9 , 0 0 '3
Yorkshire & 3' , 0 5 4 9 5'
Northumbria

TOTAL '0' '7 " '5 7 6, 334

in the regions ofAnglo-Saxon England (see above). Therefore it is hardly surprising
that so few reveal evidence of reuse by early Anglo·Saxon cemeteries. Also, the size
of long barrows and Roman villas make it much less likely that secondary burials
will be identified by excavation than in round barrows. In spite of these difficulties,
the types of monuments reused in each region appear to conform to overall
patterns in the frequency of monument types in the landscape. Hence hillforts are
most frequently reused in Wessex and the Upper Thames, Neolithic long barrows
in Wessex and the Cotswolds, and Roman barrows and burial sites in the
Cambridge region and the South-East. Most other absences might be explained by
the vagaries and biases in the extent and quality of published excavations of
prehistoric and Roman sites. Any deliberate selection of a particular monument
type will be difficult to identify and the impression is that Anglo·Saxon period
peoples selected all types of available and visible monuments, with a clear
preference for round barrows.

There are, however, some enigmatic absences in monument reuse from some
categories of monument in certain areas. Perhaps most significant is the lack of
reused Roman structures for burial in \OVessex and Sussex>~4 in contrast to the
neighbouring Upper Thames region and Kent. There may have been deliberate
avoidance of certain monumental forms in some areas, either because they were
still being used for other purposes, were deemed dangerous, or simply inappropriate
contexts for burial. Whatever the explanation for this evidence, it seems that in
general the monuments subject to reuse were those visible and close to Anglo
Saxon settlement areas, whatever their date and form.

CHANCING ATIITUDES TO ANCIEYr MONUME:,,<TS

In recent studies it has been claimed that monument reuse is a late
phenomenon, found chiefly among 7th-century 'final phase' burial sites.~.5 The
practice has been treated accordingly, as a reaction to the re-introduction of
Christian beliefs and kingdom formation.56 Other scholars, however, have
commented upon the presence of cemeteries reusing ancient monuments in both
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the late 5th and 6th centuries as well as the 7th and early 8th centuries. 57 This
matter deserves fuller consideration.

Overall, there are similar numbers of burial sites reusing monuments in the
5th and 6th centuries as there are for the 7th and early 8th centuries. 58 However,
7th- and 8th-century burial sites are much more difficult to identify, and many
examples of monument reuse likely to be late in date simply cannot be securely
provenanced. Tania Dickinson has dated many of the Anglo-Saxon burial sites of
the Upper Thames region. Often the cases of monument reuse can be securely
dated to the crude chronological distinction of 'early' (the mid 5th or 6th century)
or 'late' (the 7th or early 8th century).59 We can see an increase in the overall
frequency of monument reuse over time even though the numbers of sites
displaying the relationship are very similar for both broad chronological periods.
Reuse of Roman or prehistoric monuments and structures occurs in 32% (16/49)
of dated 5th-16th-century sites and so% (14128) of dated 7th-18th-century sites in
the Upper Thames region. The Upper Thames has a large number of sth- and
6th-century sites but in other regions the 7th-century increase in monument reuse
is more marked. In the Peak District monument reuse is almost exclusively a late
phenomenon although this might not be significant given that so few Sth- and 6th
century burial sites have been identified in this region. 50 The only exception to this
trend is the Midlands and East Anglia where examples of monument reuse are
more frequent in the Sth and 6th centuries than in the 7th and 8th centuries. This
may reflect the overall low frequency of the practice in these areas of central
England, and the paucity of evidence for 'final phase' cemeteries from much of this
area.

This general picture is supported by a sample of 72 early Anglo-Saxon burial
sites of at least ten burials from all regions and published after 1945. During the
late Sth and 6th centuries 47% (24/S1) reused ancient structures but this increased
to 76% (16/21) in the 7th and early 8th centuries. In addition to these newly
founded 7th-century burial sites it must be remembered that a number of sth- and
6th-century cemeteries continued to be used and focus upon prehistoric and
Roman structures into the 7th century.

In summary, monument reuse was a widespread practice in early Anglo
Saxon England during the late 5th and 6th centuries; indeed, earlier precedents for
the practice can be identified in both Roman Britain and Germanic cemeteries on
the Continent,51 However, monument reuse seems to have become a more
frequent practice in the 7th century. This clear increase in the 7th century was not
restricted to elite groups but took place at lower status burial sites as well. 52

Therefore, activity at ancient places was not a tradition invented by elite groups,
and the elite burial practice focusing upon ancient monuments seems to have
derived from existing funerary traditions of the Sth and 6th centuries. 53

Monument reuse after the 7th century is also important to consider. By the
8th century, burial with grave goods (including weapons and jewellery) no longer
took place in southern and eastern England, making the identification of burial
sites difficult. 54 Yet it seems likely that the majority of the populations oflowland
Britain were not being buried in churchyards before the 9th and 10th centuries, if
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not latcr.6.5 Ancient monuments could have retained !.heir importance as burial
sites until being superseded by minsters and the parish churches. This suggestion is
supported by !.he discovery of 40 or more burials, dated between the 7!.h and 9!.h
centuries, inserted into the eastern end of Bevis' Grave eolithic long barrow in
Hampshire.56 There are a few o!.her examples of late graves, possibly of 8th· and
9th-century date inserted into prehistoric monuments suggesting that many more
undated cases of monument reuse could belong to this period.61 Unfortunately on
current evidence we cannot assess when communal cemeteries stopped reusing
ancient monuments, although we can identify novel attitudes to ancient
monuments during and after the 7th century.

Changing attitudes towards ancient structures are most clearly seen in the
later Anglo-Saxon 'execution' sites frequently identified at prehistoric
monuments.68 Abandoned structures could be used as the burial place of other
categories of 'bad deaths'. This may explain the predominantly male graves, many
with evidence of violent deaths, reusing the ruins of Shakenoak villa sometimc
around the 8th century.69 Also, ancient monuments may have occasionally been
used for depositing arlcfacts in the later Anglo·Saxon period, suggested by thc
possible hoard or grave at Lilla Howe in North Yorkshire, although there rcmain
no unambiguous cases of Viking burials in England reusing old monuments. 'O

There is tentative evidence to suggest that pagan shrines were closely
associated with burial sitcs focusing upon prehistoric structures. These liminal and
sacred qualitics cominued wi!.hin a Christian context as ancient monuments
became used as places for early monastic foundations. For example, !.he graves
wi!.hin the Breedon Hill hillfort are likely to be of the 7th/8!.h century and perhaps
associated wi!.h an early monastery on the site, and numerous Roman structures
became reused for the siting of churches and monasteries. 'l At this time, ancient
monuments also became the focus of secular elite settJements such as Yeavering
and Millfield in Northumbria and Thwing in Yorkshire. 12 We must also recall the
important mid and late Anglo-Saxon use of prehistoric structures as hundred
meeting places, forming an important aspect of the organization of late Anglo·
Saxon society.'3 There are examples of late Anglo·Saxon meeting places at ancient
monuments that had previously been the focus of early Anglo·Saxon burial siles
such as Lavcdon Hill in Lincolnshire. '4 Ancient monuments and burial sites seem
to have been important in the construction of charter boundaries from the 7th
century onwards, perhaps due to ancestral and mythical associations derived from
lheir antiquity and association with the dead. 7.5

All of these aspects ofmonument reuse may have originally derived from early
Anglo·Saxon funerary practices. If so, then the 7th century sees the diversification
of attitudcs to ancient monuments away from their traditional role as communal
burial sites. By the late Anglo-Saxon period they had taken on a number of
functions in different social, political and religious contexts. Attitudes towards
ancient monuments were clearly shifting and evolving over time. Contrary to
previous assumptions, the praclice was already present in the later 5!.h century in
England, possibly inherited from a mixture of indigenous practices and Germanic
funerary traditions from nonhern Germany and southern Scandinavia. '6
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INTERPRETATIONS AJ'ID CONCLUSIONS
This overview of the evidence for monument reuse in the early Anglo-Saxon

period reveals a number of significant aspects to the practice. Ancient monuments
were one of the most important factors determining the placing of the dead in the
early Anglo-Saxon landscape and this study may provide a basis for further,
detailed studies of the landscape context of burial sites and their relationships with
old structures. The ubiquity ofthe practice has not been fully appreciated in studies
of early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries; moreover, no prior attempt has been made
before to analyse and assess the significance of the practice. Discussions have
usually been restricted to a few exceptional sites such as the royal palaces of
Bernicia, or those burial sites with evidence of possible pagan temples. 77 Anglo
Saxon secondary activity on prehistoric and Roman sites has been explained in
practical terms. 78 For example, in reference to the reuse of Roman villas for burial
at Barton Court Farm and Barton Mill, Cirencester, the Anglo-Saxons were: ' ...
interring their dead where they would make least waste of useful space'.79 A desire
to limit energy expenditure in funerary practices has also been suggested as an
explanation of the practice, perhaps by poor social groups unable to afford burial
under a new barrow: 'Corroborating the energy expenditure hypothesis, secondary
burials ofearly medieval date in prehistoric barrows generally do not include high
prestige goods, but notable exceptions exist'.so Using monuments of previous ages
is sometimes seen as a complete disregard, or disinterest. in the landscape placing
of the dead in the early Anglo-Saxon period: 'To the Saxons it was immaterial
whether they buried their dead in Neolithic long barrows, Bronze Age round
barrows, or in flat graves or cemeteries, their sole concern being to rid themselves
of the corpses'.81 By far the most common reaction of scholars is to ignore the
significance ofwhether a monument is new or old when used for burial.82

None of these explanations previously offered accounts for the frequency and
longevity of the practicc of reuse. Ifancient monuments were utilized for practical
reasons such as labour or space saving, we would expect only round barrows to be
reused; in other words, only those structures that wcre similar in form to Anglo
Saxon barrows. Also, we would not expect monuments to be reused by more than
a few burials and certainly not be the focus of large communal cemetcries. If
practical considerations were paramount, we might also expect monuments reused
only by poorer burials, but some of the richest known Anglo-Saxon female graves
were also inserted into prehistoric barrows. If the practice was a space-saving
device, we would expect to find monument reuse only in regions of early medieval
population concentrations and intensive agriculture, but thc practice is found in
both upland and lowland regions. Even if practical considerations influenced the
reuse of earlier struclUres, this does not account for the ritual context in which
reuse took place, nor the symbolic associations that ancient structures may have
evoked.

Although many writers would accept the view that monument reuse was
motivated by 'ritual' concerns, there is a tendency to explain monument reuse in
simplistic terms: as a pagan reaction to Christianity. a symbol ofstatus, a territorial
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marker, and an indicator of increasing social complexity.83 These explanations are
partial at best; we have seen that the practice was not restricted to elite groups and
cannot be seen solely in terms of status. Monument reuse took place before, during
and after the rise of Christianity in Anglo-Saxon England and cannot be explained
as either 'pagan' or 'Christian'. For the same reasons, it is difficult to accept that
Anglo-Saxon society had to reach a certain level of complexity before the practice
became significant. The relationship between monument reuse and the control of
land and territory is exceedingly likely given the association of old monuments with
later boundaries, but this may be only part of a much wider ideological significance
of the practice.

THE RITL:AL APPROPRIATION OF THE PAST

It secms likely that the dead were deliberately placed in the landscape in order
to symbolize and maintain relationships with ancient monuments. Ancient places
may have also been regarded as liminal and timeless places that existed in both the
past and present, the world ofthe living and the world of the supernatural,84 Within
this broad framework, we must appreciate that individual monuments could have
held very particular associations and meanings for people encountering them
during the routines of daily life, and that these associations were not static but
altered over time. Yet, place name evidence and analogies from latcr written
sources indicate the kinds of attitudes that may have existed towards old
monuments including associations with imagined ancestors, land spirits, heroes or
gods. Each new burial would have re-inscribed such meanings upon old
monuments. The dead could be used as mediators between the living and these
ancestral or supernatural beings, and access to the knowledge and power of the
mythical past could have been emphasized through the positioning of graves.
Indeed, we may envisage the placing of inhumation and cremation graves in
relation to prehistoric and Roman structures as representing attempts to fix the
identities of living and dead kin-groups with reference to the past and the
supernatural,85 In short, early Anglo-Saxon communities were constructing and
reproducing their idealized visions of past and present, their mythical origins
and their social identities, through the placing of the dead at old monuments.

These practices could have had important social, political and religious
functions in early Anglo-Saxon society. Mortuary practices may have involved the
assembly of different households and communities, perhaps from considerable
distances. Consequently, old monuments could have become important contexts
for social interaction through mortuary practices, perhaps helping to construct and
maintain social relations and group identities following the death of an individual.
Anglo-Saxon period activity at old monuments need not have been restricted to
the burial of the dead, but could have included many other archaeologically
invisible rituals, ceremonies and gatherings. We might speculate that these included
seasonal assemblies, gift exchanges, feasting, political and military gatherings and
meetings to settle disputes. Perhaps there were also regular ancestor rites to ensure
the benevolence of the supernatural forces believed to reside in old structures, a
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